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We experimentally investigate four-wave mixing and nonlinear losses in low-loss 3 μm thick silicon strip waveguides.
Adiabatic bends allow for single-mode operation in an
ultra-compact 35 cm long spiral. The waveguides exhibited
reduced nonlinear losses due to the large mode area of
2.75 μm2 . The nonlinear coefficient γ was measured as
5.5 m−1 W−1 . These features, along with the low propagation loss of 0.17 dB/cm, enable large idler power generation
at 1550 nm. © 2016 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (130.0130) Integrated optics; (190.0190) Nonlinear
optics.
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The choice of material changing platforms is crucial for the
diverse range of applications found in integrated photonics, including sensing [1], telecommunications [2], radio frequency
signal processing [3], nonlinear optics [4], and many others.
While, to date, there is no consensus on the ideal platform for
these various applications, certain device characteristics are
highly desired, including low insertion loss, compact circuits,
and compatibility with mass produced fabrication techniques,
such as complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
processes. Silicon on insulator (SOI) [5] has become the key
technology and has found the widest spread of applications
to date. Silicon photonics has a deep library of devices available
through multiple foundries focused around single-mode nanowire geometries of typically 450 × 220 nm [6]. Such devices
have been exploited for the applications above; nevertheless,
there are still drawbacks related to the small size, in particular,
high linear losses resulting from scattering due to surface roughness, and nonlinear losses from multiphoton absorption at
1550 nm. To overcome this issue, recent activities have been
focused on alternative platforms which are free from nonlinear
losses, but with properties that still allow low linear losses and
compact bending radii, such as silicon nitride and hydex [7].
Alternatively, by moving to larger silicon geometries, linear losses
are reduced and lower intensities can mitigate nonlinear losses.
A recent development showing that specific bend designs
can enable micron scale bend radii in heavily multimoded silicon strip waveguides [8] has enabled the creation of compact
low-loss circuits in large silicon waveguides [9], breaking the
previous paradigm in μm thick silicon of mm bend radii rib
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waveguides [10]. While the linear properties of these waveguides have been explored [9,11], nonlinearity and, in particular, nonlinear losses are yet to be investigated in detail. In this
Letter, we report on four-wave mixing (FWM) and nonlinear
losses in 3 μm thick waveguides fabricated by VTT Finland,
available through the epixfab multiwafer shuttle service.
The waveguide geometries investigated consisted of 3 μm
thick silicon waveguides with half-etched ribs (2.4 μm width)
or fully etched strips (1.875 μm), followed with 0.25 μm of
silica cladding, as shown in Fig. 1. The ability to locally change
the etch depth enables devices based on rib and strip waveguides in the same circuit, with low-loss coupling <0.01 dB
between the fundamental modes in the different geometries.
Due to the high confinement, scattering losses are very low
with typical propagation losses of ∼0.15 dB∕cm for rib waveguides. Comparable losses are possible in nanowire geometries
with the use of advanced lithography techniques not yet widely
available [12]. At the facets, single-mode rib waveguides with
anti-reflection coatings enable low-loss coupling of 0.5 dB/facet
with 3 μm lensed fibers into the fundamental mode of the rib

Fig. 1. Fundamental mode profiles with 10% contour lines for
(a) strip and (b) rib waveguides. Microscope images of (c) rib to strip
taper and (d) 11.6 cm spiral structure. (e) Transmission measurement of
three waveguides with 24 (green), 48 (red), and 96 (blue) 180° bends.
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[11]. What separates this platform from earlier works with
thick silicon rib waveguides [10] is the use of fully etched strip
waveguides with bends having continuously varying curvature
(Euler bends) to minimize higher-order mode (HOM) coupling
[8], which is the primary loss mechanism in these multimode
geometries. The Euler bends consist of mirror symmetric
sections with linearly increasing curvature which minimizes coherent coupling to HOM along the length of the bend, while
maintaining mode overlap to straight waveguides at the interface,
producing exceptionally low-loss bends of <0.01 dB∕90° for a
13 μm bend radius in a 2 μm wide waveguide. In addition to
enabling routing for dense circuits, these bends provide the ability to form compact spirals with lengths over 1 m in a mm2 area
[9]. Combining the long lengths with low propagation losses
enables low-loss delay lines and long effective lengths suitable
for nonlinear interactions which are explored in this Letter.
To characterize the linear losses of the platform, we measured transmission losses in multiple structures on a test
chip, consisting of short waveguides (up to 1.3 cm long) with
different numbers of tight bends, and performed reflectometry
measurements on a 35 cm waveguide which consisted of
three compact spirals. These devices had coupling losses of
∼1.5 dB∕facet, with the 2 μm lensed fibers used in the experiments. The fundamental mode of the rib waveguide is then
tapered into the fundamental mode of a strip waveguide,
allowing for tight bends and compact low-loss routing, before
finally converting back into a rib waveguide and coupling out of
the chip. Any HOM coupling will result in loss at the output as
the HOMs are stripped out of the exit rib waveguide and taper.
The first set of measurements consisted of transmission measurements of three waveguides with 24, 48, and 96, 180° bends with
effective bend radii of 13 μm. The swept source of an APEX
optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) was coupled through the chip,
and the output power was measured in the range of 1540 to
1560 nm with 1.5 pm resolution. The transmitted power was
maximized with a polarization controller for a fixed wavelength
of 1550.05 nm, and a reference measurement was performed by
bypassing the coupling setup with a short SMF fiber. The results,
plotted in Fig. 1(e), show that the waveguides with 48 and 96
bends have a fluctuation of ∼1 dB over the 20 nm range and that
the insertion loss at 1550.05 nm was 2.9, 3.5, and 4  0.1 dB,
respectively. This indicates that even with 96 bends, coherent
HOM coupling and other bend related losses can be minimal.
In the case of the 35 cm spiral, Euler bends with an effective
radius of 74 μm are utilized in three square-shaped spirals [one
spiral shown in Fig. 1(d)], a total loss of 9 dB is measured
through the spiral at a wavelength of 1550 nm. Reflectometry
measurements were performed using a Luna optical frequency
domain reflectometer, enabling accurate measurements of
device length and propagation loss. The round-trip time of the
waveguide was 8.5 ns, corresponding to a device length of
35 cm using a group index determined by modal simulations.
The propagation loss was estimated by determining the slope
of the background in the region of the waveguide, and is
0.17 dB/cm, in agreement with previous measurements [9].
These low losses demonstrate the suitability of the Euler bend
design with heavily multimoded strip waveguides, allowing for
new circuits with functionality not possible in previous implementations with rib waveguides requiring mm bend radii.
We proceed with nonlinear experiments in these waveguides. The strength of the third-order nonlinearity in a given
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device is represented by the nonlinear coefficient γ given by
γ  kn2 ∕Aeff where k is the wave vector, n2 is the nonlinear
index, and Aeff is the effective mode area. Degenerate FWM
occurs when a high-power pump passes through a third-order
nonlinear medium with a signal wave, generating an idler. The
in
conversion efficiency (CE) is defined as P out
idler ∕P signal , relating
the output idler power to the input signal power. If the pump
is much stronger than the signal, assuming no nonlinear losses
and that the effects of dispersion can be neglected, the CE is
related to γ by the expression CE  exp−αLγP in Leff 2 [13],
where α is the linear loss coefficient, L is the length, P in is the
coupled pump power, and Leff is the effective length. This relationship allows the γ to be experimentally determined by
measuring the CE for various coupled pump powers. A
high-power pump at 1550.18 nm and a tunable signal laser
with 7.9 dBm power at 1547 nm were coupled into the
1.3 cm waveguide measured earlier with 2 μm lensed fibers.
The generated idler wave was measured on a high-resolution
OSA (Finisar WaveAnalyzer) with a bandwidth resolution of
1.5 pm, allowing for accurate calculations of the absolute
idler power due to the reduced effect of noise from the optical
amplifier in the measurement bandwidth. To prevent damage
to the OSA, a variable optical attenuator (VOA) and a tunable
filter with a 0.5 nm bandwidth are used to remove the pump
and signal such that only the generated idler is measured. As
shown in Fig. 2(a), a maximum CE of −37 dB is measured
at a coupled power of almost 200 mW. Figure 2(b) shows a
measurement of the optical spectrum bypassing the bandpass
filter for the same pump power. Numerically fitting the
experimental data gives a γ of 6.5  1.0 m−1 W −1 which,
from the equation above, corresponds to an n2 of 4.5  1 ×
10−18 m2 W −1 , which is in the expected range for silicon
[4]. The changing orientation through the 96 bends will result
in a varying n2 through the structure; this is expected to reduce
the γ by only ∼5% compared to a straight waveguide [14]. The
γ value is expectedly lower than for nanowires due to the increased Aeff (2.75 μm2 ) of these waveguides, yet is still in
the range of other platforms while also maintaining very low
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Conversion efficiency in a 1.3 cm waveguide with fit
(solid line). (b) High-resolution OSA measurement of generated idler
with of 22 dBm pump power.
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Table 1. Comparison of Some Platforms for Linear and
Nonlinear Integrated Optics
γm−1 W−1  αdB cm−1  Bend Radii (μm)

Platform
Si nanowire [15]
This Letter
Si3 N4 [16]
Si3 N4 ∕SiO2 [22]
Hydex [17]

550
5.5
1.2
0.3
0.2

2.5
0.17
0.5
0.06
<0.06

5
75
20
1000
50

CE
Sim CE
Idler Power

CE (dB)

-20

-20

-25
-25
-30
-30

-35

-35

-40
14

16

18

20

Idler Power (dBm)

propagation and coupling losses along with compact bends, as
summarized in Table 1.
High idler powers are key for a number of applications utilizing FWM, such as multicasting [18] and instantaneous microwave frequency measurement [19]. Generating high
absolute idler powers in silicon nanowires is difficult due to
linear losses from scattering at the silicon interface [20] and
nonlinear losses from two-photon absorption (TPA) and free
carrier absorption (FCA) from TPA generated carriers [21].
One solution to this issue is the use of materials with reduced
nonlinear losses [7]; unfortunately, this is often accompanied by
reduced nonlinearity. Low propagation losses can compensate
for the reduced nonlinearity, allowing for long effective lengths
for nonlinear interaction even in devices with reduced γ compared to silicon nanowires. This approach was adopted in a recent work using hybrid Si3 N4 ∕SiO2 devices [22], where
waveguides with a length of 1 m and a γ of 0.3 m−1 W −1 generated idler powers of −20 dBm for 1 W of coupled pump
power. Here we explore the possibility of high idler generation
using a 35 cm spiral waveguide.
We perform CE measurements with a spiral waveguide with
the same setup as those of the short waveguides. The signal laser
was shifted to 1549.5 nm, closer to the pump, to limit the effects of dispersion during propagation; the VOA was set at a
fixed attenuation of 20 dB for the measurements. The resulting
output CEs were almost 20 dB higher than in the case of the
1.3 cm waveguide, with a maximum CE of −23 dB and a maximum idler power of −18 dBm measured, as seen in Fig. 3. For
coupled pump powers less than 140 mW, the CE increases at
constant slope of 2, as expected from the fact that CE ∝ P 2in .
Above 140 mW, the increased loss due to TPA and FCA
attenuates the idler and reduces the CE. Determining the γ
from numerical fits on these measurements yields a value
of 5.5 m−1 W −1 , which is a slight reduction from the short
waveguides. Considering that there are >500 bends in the
structure, the impact of mode coupling to the FWM dynamics
[23] is low, implying that the Euler bend design is compatible
with high-power nonlinear optics. When combined with the

22

Coupled Pump Power (dBm)

Fig. 3. Conversion efficiency of 35 cm waveguide for various
coupled pump powers (left) and the optical power of the generated
idler (right).
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fact that the spiral structures are fit within an area of ∼mm2 ,
compared to ∼cm2 for low-loss low-index contrast waveguides
[22], this platform seems suitable for applications which may
require low-loss delay lines, nonlinearity, and compact circuits,
such as microwave photonics [3] and telecommunications [24].
Silicon exhibits strong normal dispersion in the telecommunications band at 1550 nm. While it is possible to tailor
the modal dispersion in sub-micron waveguides, the high
confinement of the thick silicon waveguides prevents sizeable
engineering of the total dispersion, resulting in normal group
velocity dispersion [25]. To characterize the effect of the
dispersion on the FWM bandwidth, we maintain a fixed pump
at 1550.18 nm while stepping the signal laser from 1530 to
1550 nm in 0.25 nm steps, monitoring the output on the
OSA. The results for the measurements of the two waveguides
are shown in Fig. 4 and are plotted for the relative drop in CE
from the maximum value. For the 1 cm waveguide, the CE falls
continuously by 7 dB over the 20 nm measurement range. The
CE of the 35 cm sample falls much faster, by 16 dB within
5 nm. Mode simulations using a commercial finite element
solver (COMSOL multiphysics 5.1) determine a group velocity
dispersion of 0.88 ps2 m−1 at 1550 nm, in line with calculated
values determined from the experimental measurements. This
bandwidth is sufficient for applications in RF photonics where
2 nm is hundreds of gigahertz of radiofrequency bandwidth.
The optimal waveguide length for idler generation was calculated based on simulations using the generalized nonlinear
Schrödinger equation [21]. This involved monitoring the generated CE through the structure while incorporating the effects
of linear loss, TPA, FCA, and dispersion in the simulation to
determine the most suitable length. It was found that for device
lengths of ∼30 cm an improvement of 2 dB higher CE than in
the experiment could be obtained. The fact that such long
lengths are needed to achieve high idler generation opens
the possibility of length engineering for both linear and nonlinear signal processing. The nonlinear cross-talk due to FWM
in short nanowires has been identified as a possible issue for
linear devices since early works [26]. For example, a 1.5 cm
long nanowire with the typical single-mode geometry of
450 × 220 nm, which has a γ ∼ 550 m−1 W −1 , would generate
a CE of −20 dB for only 20 mW of coupled pump power.
In contrast, with the requirement of long lengths for FWM in
the thick silicon, it becomes possible to separate the nonlinear
generation in building blocks of compact spirals while linear
devices exist without nonlinear degradation in the same circuit.
Finally, the effects of nonlinear loss were investigated by
performing a power dependent transmission measurement
through the 1.3 cm waveguide. The transmitted pump power
Normalized CE (dB)
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Fig. 4. Normalized CE roll-off for increasing wavelength away from
the pump for 1 and 35 cm waveguides.
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(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Total loss in a 1.3 cm thick silicon waveguide with a
simulated result (dashed curve). (b) Simulated nonlinear loss comparison of a 35 cm spiral waveguide (blue, solid) and a 1.5 cm silicon
nanowire (red, dashed).

at 1550 nm was monitored for pump powers up to 500 mW on
the front of the waveguide. The loss begins to increase at
100 mW coupled power, as shown in Fig. 5(a). If a steady state
carrier distribution is assumed, which is valid due to the continuous wave pump, the carrier lifetime can be determined
through numerical fitting simple models to the transmitted
power [27]. The best fit for the experimental data yields a carrier lifetime of 40 ns, around 10 times higher than nanowires
using current photolithography techniques. This value is in the
typical range for larger waveguides which suffer from slower
carrier diffusion times than sub-micron structures [28].
Knowing these numbers allows for a comparison between
nanowires and the thick silicon spiral waveguide. We performed simulations for a 1.5 cm long nanowire with Aeff of
0.1 μm2 and the 35 cm spiral waveguide (Aeff 2.75 μm2 ).
Comparing the simulated structures, we find that the difference
in saturation power is ∼4 dB, that is that the thick silicon structure saturates out an output power of 100 mW compared to
40 mW for the nanowire, as shown in Fig. 5(b). For systems
that are dependent on the square of the transmitted power, such
as the CE in FWM or link gain in microwave photonic links
[3], this results in an 8 dB difference which is almost an order
of magnitude. This higher threshold, along with the long
effective length, is what allows for modest CEs to be obtained
in the low γ structures and CEs which can be comparable to
nanowires when linear and nonlinear losses are appropriately
incorporated, as discussed in [29]. However, the γ of silicon
nanowires is significantly higher than the thick waveguides,
resulting in higher CEs before saturation.
In conclusion, we have explored four-wave mixing and
nonlinear losses in multimode thick silicon strip waveguides
available through a multiwafer program. With modest optical
powers of ∼100 mW, CEs up to −23 dB and idler powers of
−18 dBm were generated in a compact spiral waveguide. The γ
was found to be 5.5 m−1 W −1 , placing the platform between
highly nonlinear devices, such as SOI nanowires and more linear platforms such as Hydex, while maintaining low propagation and coupling losses. As such, the thick silicon platform is
most suitable for applications where the combination of high
output optical powers and Kerr nonlinearity is required, such as
instantaneous frequency measurement [19].
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